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CLASSIFICATION OF CENTRAL PEAK COMPOSITIONS ON THE MOON; S. 
Tompkins and C. M. Pieters, Dept. of Geol. Sci., Brown University, Providence, RI 02912. 

Background: The history of the Moon's primary crust is broadly understood within the 
framework of the magma ocean theory (e.g., 1). On a regional scale, complex histories are 
expected, which may include multiple episodes of basin-forming impacts and volcanism, as well 
as smaller local events. Between the global view and the focused local one, however, our 
knowledge of crustal evolution remains largely theoretical and model-dependent. Since central 
peaks of craters 50 - 200 km in diameter are believed to represent lithologic units excavated from 
5 - 20+ km depth, variations in crustal composition to these depths can be analyzed through a 
survey of impact crater central peaks. The global nature and high spatial resolution of the 
Clementine multispectral data is well suited to this task. 

Approach: A comprehensive survey of highland crater central peaks has been initiated to 
learn more about global compositional variations and crustal evolution. Over 100 complex 
craters between 40 and 180 krn are included in the initial survey list, covering a range of 
geologic settings and central peak morphologies. Using data from the Clementine UVVIS 
camera, images containing the central peaks of each of the candidate craters are being processed 
using lunar samples as ground truth to produce reflectance data in five filters, calibrated to a 
standard geometry (i = 30 degrees, e = 0 degrees)'. Image sets are mosaicked if necessary to 
provide a complete view of each crater's central peaks. 

In the past, compositional units have been classified according to spectral parameters such as 
absorption band depth, position of absorption band minima, albedo at a specific wavelength, and 
continuum slope (e.g., 2). Similar parameters can be derived for multispectral images, but the 
added spatial dimension requires the number of distinct compositional units that occur in a given 
set of central peaks to be determined first. Many methods for defining spatially and spectrally 
coherent units exist; for the Clementine images, two techniques are currently being applied. The 
first is to calculate a series of ratio or spectral parameter images, and to define units based on 
thresholds set for each of these. The second method involves an image-based spectral mixing 
model, which is used to define a set of spectrally distinct, spatially coherent "end-members" in 
each central peaks scene. In this approach, the spectrum of each pixel in an image is assumed to 
be a linear combination of the end-member spectra, and the fractional abundance of each end- 
member is calculated using a standard least-squares fit. Because the end-members are selected 
from the image, they are expected in many cases to be mixtures themselves. Using a modified 
spectral mixture analysis approach (MSMA, see 3 and 4 for details), the image end-members are 
refined using a stochastic least squares inversion that iteratively calculates a new set of end- 
members, subject to a series of a priori constraints, that are believed to be more spectrally pure 
than the image-based set. The spectral mixture model is used to determine the number of 
compositional units that represent pre-impact lithologic units within the central peaks, and a 
representative spectral signature of each of those units. Ultimately, the end-member spectra 

.should be linked to a spectral library of lunar samples, so that the central peaks units may be 
defined as linear mixtures of a set of known lunar materials. While this approach includes 
assumptions with respect to linear mixing (as opposed to intimate mixing, or to the non-linear 
change in spectral character due to space weathering that is common on the Moon), it provides a 
consistent and physically-based framework within which to classify the central peaks. 

Preliminary Results: Listed in Table 1 are 13 craters that have been processed as described 
above. Composition varies extensively both within some individual craters (e.g., Tsiolkovsky, 
see 6 for details, or Stevinus, see below) and between them. Six of the seven farside craters 
examined to date indicate the presence of abundant anorthosite in the central peaks, supporting 
the suggestion (6) that farside composition is more iron poor than the nearside. As an example of 
the type of compositional diversity found within individual craters, end-member spectra for 
Stevinus, a nearside crater south of Mare Fecunditatis, are presented in Figure 1. The units 

'Although some systematic errors remain, a detailed discussion of UVVIS spectral calibration can be found on the 
World Wide Web at http://www.planetary.brown.edu/ clementine/calibration.html. 
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represented by the spectra are indicated in a sketch map (Figure 2). Stevinus's peaks have two 
distinct stratigraphic units that appear together throughout the peaks, on scales of both 100's of 
meters and 10's of kilometers. One of these units appears to be noritic, with a strong absorption 
band whose minimum appears to be centered between 900 and 950 nm, and a relatively high 
albedo indicative abundant of plagioclase. The other is extremely dark: despite the fact that it 
occurs at many freshly exposed surfaces (i.e., topographic highs that are assumed to be 
continually exposed by mass wasting), the spectrum has a much lower albedo than even the 
mature soils that fill the crater floor around the peaks. The weak 1 pm absorption band may be 
due to the presence of opaque minerals such as ilmenite, while the position of the band center 
also suggests low-Ca pyroxene. The compositional diversity found at Stevinus is not uncommon 
(see Table I), suggesting that on the nearside at least, the crust is heterogeneous at the depths 
sampled by the surveyed craters, on scales of less than 1 km. 
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Table 1: Compositional of Central 
Peaks at Large Craters. Mafic band 
strength is a relative estimate of the 
strength of the 1 pm absorption band 
on a scale of 1 (assumed to be pure 
anorthosite) to 5 (significant mafic 
mineral component). Absolute 
measurements of this and other 
parameters are currently in progress. 
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